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WHY BANKS NEED TO BE PART OF THE SUSTAINABILITY CONVERSATION
2 Customer
Customers are increasingly
building an emotional linkage
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3 Future Proofing
Embedding Sustainability protects
and creates enterprise value

Doing Good
Simply because it is
the right thing to do

Investor

Investors are increasingly
expecting it – ~70% of global
AuMs adopt Sustainability filter
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Employees

Employees (especially the younger ones)
want to work for environmentally and
socially conscious companies
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HOW CAN BANKS PLAY A ROLE?
By 2020, ~USD5.7 trillion will be needed annually for Green Financing
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Advancing Customers and Society
Future
Proofing

Accelerating
Growth

Customer
Customer
Centricity

Technology
Technology
& Data

Our People

Take a ‘customerfirst’ approach for
efficiency and
unparalleled
experience

Enable a new way of
working by
modernising our tech
infrastructure and
shifting towards
automation and
innovation

Become nimble, grow
3D talent mix and
create a DNA that
allows talent to thrive
in the new digital
economy

Centricity

and Data

People

Ventures
Ventures
& Partnerships

and Partnerships
Build a ‘beyond banking’
proposition for future
value capture to the
Group by being both a
participant and or /
owner of Ecosystems

Sustainability

Sustainability
Become a visible ‘shaper’
of sustainability practices
in the ASEAN community
for strategic
differentiation and future
proofing
of the Group
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CIMB’S SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS

THE GROUP

OUR CLIENTS

SOCIETY

Sustainable
Action

Sustainable Business

Corporate Social
Responsibility*

How we embed
sustainability principles in
all our business
operations and processes
to reduce our negative
impact such as carbon
footprint and generate
positive impacts through
our business

How we generate
business profits in a
responsible manner,
creating net positive
impact through the
products and services we
provide, and by assisting
and encouraging our
customers and clients on
their own sustainability
journeys

How we use a portion of
our profits to enhance
and contribute towards
sustainable long-term
positive impacts in the
communities around us

Governance and Risk
How we govern and report sustainability risks
at CIMB, including setting targets and
tolerance levels, and how we organise and
mobilise ourselves for best results

Stakeholder Engagement and
Advocacy
How we champion, engage, build capability
and capacity, raise awareness and drive
participation for sustainability, both
internally and externally

* Corporate Responsibility
Team and CIMB Foundation
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WHY BANKS SHOULD CONSIDER SIGNING UP TO UNEP FI’S PRINCIPLES FOR
RESPONSIBLE BANKING
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UNEP FI PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING AND CIMB’S APPROACH
What it Means

At

1

Align business strategy with society’s
goals as expressed in the SDGs, Paris
Climate Agreement and other related
frameworks

‘Triple Filter Alignment Approach’ aligning CIMB’s

Continuously increase our positive
impacts while reducing our negative
impacts

Our Group Sustainability and Group Sustainable
Financing Policies spells out our objective to achieve net
positive impact and promote sustainable practices

Work with clients and customers to
create shared prosperity for current
and future generations

CIMB Group Sustainability Roadmap 2023 was drawn up
with customers and communities at the heart of our
efforts

business strategies with the UN SDG and key national
priorities
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3
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UNEP FI PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING AND CIMB’S APPROACH
What it Means

At

4

Proactively and responsibly consult,
engage and partner with relevant
stakeholders to achieve society’s goals

Stakeholder Advocacy as one of the 5 key focus areas in
CIMB’s roadmap. We will engage with them to identify
and address matters most material to them and
encourage sustainable practice

Implement commitments through
effective governance processes and
set targets for the most significant
impacts

Put in place policies to strategically drive our sustainability
agenda, with appropriate controls and monitoring, board
oversight and stakeholder participation

Commit to transparency and
accountability for positive and
negative impacts, and contribution to
society’s goals

Engage with transparency, communicate with integrity,
and serving the sustainability agenda with responsibility
and accountability
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Thank you
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